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Details of Visit:

Author: LEXX
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 14 Mar 2014 9:45
Duration of Visit: 90 Minutes
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

Very large block off Edgware Road, has a porter. Not the usual type of block I visit these days, but
was very safe.

Her flat itself is a studio with some positives and negatives. It is clean and well maintained but there
was not much ambiance. Some candles lit near the bathroom but as a place of escorting work it
could be heavily improved.

Sofa to relax on and clothes neatly and easily stored out of the way however the bed was very
noisy. I was thinking at what point will it break even though the session wasn't hard by any stretch of
the imagination. I went to relax rather than for an intense workout. The other issue is there wasn't
any mirror near the bed of sofa, especially if booking a girl with a super toned body such as Olivia
you want to admire that body from as many angles as possible. 

The Lady:

Facially average looking, very similar to her photos if not exactly the same. But the main attraction
was when she stripped of her dress and revealed a body that will let your jaw drop. Absolutely
amazing figure, petite, toned with an excellent skin complexion and very well complemented by her
blonde hair and a large tattoo on her lower back. Cannot fault it at all. 

The Story:

I called Max's angels as the girl I wanted to book was on holiday from another agency, without
much thought I have noticed that almost every recommendation for a slim toned English girl gets
the Olivia from Max's reply on the forum. I booked with only 30 minutes notice and was lucky to get
a booking with Olivia on a Friday evening. The receptionist was very polite. After it was confirmed I
received the message confirming with her address about 4 times. Anyway I called back about 10
minutes later and spoke to a different receptionist just to make a request that Olivia dresses in a
PVC outfit something to show of her toned body, also to confirm that owo and cim are on offer. This
was confirmed and I made my way.

I arrived 5 minutes early as I realised her place is only 5 minutes from my flat. She let me in but
hadn't finished applying her makeup. She was dressed in a black dress. She mentioned she didn't
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receive the dress or service requests from the agency. I dealt discreetly handed her 200 for an
hours booking as she finished applying her makeup and we had a small chat before I requested if I
could have a quick shower. I returned from the shower to enjoy a glass of wine with her and some
talk before proceeding on to the bed.

She undressed and I thought god damn, She proceeded to give me owo, which was very wet,
sloppy and I complemented on her technique, some deep throat and some eye contact which was
good. Her technique allows you to build up slowly over time to enjoy the blowjob. We then had sex
in cowgirl which was again a heavenly sight and her pussy is very tight. She also didn't apply any
lube which punting with Thai girls is not something I'm used to. We turned over for some missionary
with her legs over my shoulders with her buttocks raised. She was ensuring that penetration was
deep which again felt great and I didn't hold out for too long.

We talked some more and had some wine and a cigarette to cool down time was ticking and with
only 15 minutes left I requested to extend the booking to 90 minutes. I handed her over 100 pounds
more not knowing the price was £275 she didn't say anything, maybe she thought it was a tip but
usually tips are at the end.

Anyway we tried some doggie, more oral on the bed, and with her kneeling down which just made
me think why there isnt a mirror. Unfortunately I couldn't get 100 percent strong again as I had
already had sex twice that day and there would be a third later that night with another O*****.

To sum it up if you will like a girl with good oral technique, an ultra toned body that you could also
have a good conversation with she is for you but to recommend her as something special for 300
pounds I just cant do it. 
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